Preparatory Information

Contestants will receive an appointment to complete their demonstration live to the judges. Students should plan to login at least 15 minutes prior to their scheduled start time.

Demonstration supplies and should be set up prior to logging in to the Zoom meeting. The space should be at least 8’ by 12’ and include a 30”x96” table (or similar).

When contestants login, they will stay in the main Zoom room with a Virtual Proctor. At their scheduled appointment time, they will be moved into a breakout room for judging.

Competitors should have enough supplies and materials to complete their demonstration two times.

Notecards and reference materials are not permitted to be used during the presentation.

Demonstrations should be 5 minutes in length, and no longer than 7 minutes. Penalties will be assessed for presentations outside of the allotted time. The timekeeper will signal students at 5 minutes, 6 minutes, and 6 minutes 30 seconds.

Basic safety procedures must be followed. Safety violations are subject to penalties, and judges may interrupt the demonstration for serious violations.

Models or assistants may be used, but may not say or do anything in the presentation other than serve as a model as needed for facial, clothing design demonstration, etc.